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The quasïequilïbrhim vibrational distribution characterizing the intermediate relasation stage estabIished hy near-reso- 
riant.. inter- and intra-mode coIIisionaI V-V exchanges in potyatomic moiecutes is derived through the maximum entropy 
pruicipIe_ When a unique set of domínant energy transfer pathways =can be identifïed one obtis famliar rehtionshïps be- 
tween vibrationai mode temperatures. WIten many nearly equivatent sets are possibfe the anaIysis suggests a common vibm- 
tional temperature. The vaIidity of the assumptions and the appIica?GIity of the resuits for explaining energy Iocalization in 
polyatomic molecuIes following Iaser excitation are considered. 

1. Introduction 

‘Ihe interesting findings of the many recent laser in- 
duced chemistry experïments have, natural~y, stimu- 
Iated extensive theoretical efforts $_ Tlte resufts of some 
experiments in which polyatomic molecufes such as 
CH3F [3], C,F8 [4J, CCl,F and CF,Cl [5J were vï- 
brationally excited using short CO, laser pulses suggest 
tbat the absorbed energy is partly localized in certain 
víbrational modes_ To account for thïs behavïor it has 
been proposed [3,4,6J that several dominant V-V ex- 
change processes Iead to a special kind of a quasiequi- 
librium vïbrational dïstribution, ft is assumed that the 
time scale of these processes, Ti, is such that íp < 
rw 4 T= where ~~ is the laser pulse duration and 
ím is the V-T, R relaxation time. The form of the 
intermediate distribution at & 2 7vv is governed by the 

* For reviews see e.g. ref. [ 11_ Reviews by R.V. Ambartzumian, 
N. Bloembergen, C.D. Cantreli, D.M. Laan and K.L. Kompa 
may be found in ref. [2 ] _ 
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Iimited number of collisional pathways which are as- 
sumed CO dominate the flow of energy between the ti- 
brational modes. If these processes are not complete& 
resonant a smalI amount of energy correspond~~ to 
the resonance gap is exchanged with the translational- 
rotational degrees of freedom. Assuming that each 
mode is characterized by a well defined temperature 
and its leve1 scheme can be approximated by the har- 
monic oscillator model then detaïled balance relations 
for the dominant pathways yield simple relationships 
between the mode temperatures [7,8] _ Depending on 
the set of dominant pathways the translational-rota- 
tional temperature, T, and the Ievef spacing the tem- 
peratures of different modes, even these with similar 
frequenties, may be quite different, i.e. vibrationai 
energy may be localized. 

The related assumptions of wel1 defmed vibrational 
temperatures, harmonie spacings and 7~ Q on set 
limitations on the applicabilîty of the above model, 
especially for high lying levels. Yet, the most severe 
lknitation seems to be the requirement for a limited 



number of streng coupling V-V processes. Consider a 
polyatomic molecule with r nearly harmonie modes 
with frequencïes oI, . . . . or and degeneraties d, , _._, dr. 
Suppose for exampIe that s+ri s si mi where Si, Si, are 
some smal1 integers (e.g_ wr = 20~) so that collisions 
involvíng inter- or intramolecular transitions si wr + 
si wi may be assumed to constitute one dominant path- 
way. Application of the detailed balance principle to 
this process yields 

si ~ff Ti - si c+JT~ = (s[ LJi - Sj ~~j]/í? 7 0) 

v=v 1, -.-, vr specifies the entire vibrational state of the 
molecule, P(c, u)de is the joint probability of finding 
the molecule with tr~slation~-rotational energy be- 
tween E and E f de and with vibrational states vl, __., ur, 
D = lIdz is the overall vîbrational degeneracy and p(e) 
is the density of translational-rotatlonal states. (In tbe 
classica1 rigid rotor approximation p(e) a eQ with cr= 
3/2 and 2 for linear and nonlinear mo?ecules, respective- 
ly.) The maximization procedure amounts to finding 
the probability dist~bution function P(e,u) which 
maximizes S subject to the normalization 

where Ti and Ti are the temperatures of modes i and j. 
This result was fust derived in ref_ [7] for a mixture of P(e,v) = 1 (3) 
two dlatomic gases (r = 2, s1 = s7 = 1) and then ex- 

SdeC 

tended for multiq~ntum processes and polyatomic and any additional constraints, The extremal P anà S 
moiecules in ref. [8] (sec also ref. [9]). Simïlar expres- are, respectively, the equilibrium disttibution and the 
sions can be easily derived for multimode transitions equihbrium entropy (per molecule). If tbe only con- 
such as 6Jf Wi * si_ ‘_3i + qk Ok _ lf, Say, Si Wi = S+ Wj where straint besides (3) is that the average energy per mole- 
.$ f Si (e.g. $ = Si f- i Whert? Sj ídj 2 Si #î > Sj Wi> then cule is constant, Le. 

application of (1) leads to the conclusion that either 
the assignment of vibrational temperature is not justi- 
fied or that Ti = T$ = T, ir. complete equilib~um. 

(E) = W + 2 (Euj) = const , (44) 

More generally, if the set of dominant pathways in- then P(e,v) = Dp(e) exp(-@)/Q@) is the equilibrium 
clucles more than r - 1 independent processes then at Boltzmann distribution and S = k In Q - (E)/Tis the 
least two vibrational temperatures are equal. entropy per molecule in the canonical ensemble; P = _ 

This note has two related objectives. First, to derive 1 /kT, and Q is the canonical partition function per 
the quasieqn~ibrium distrlbution corresponding to the molecule, Note that in expressing the vibrational energy 
above model vla the maximum entropy principle. This in (4) as a sum of mode energies it is assumed that an- 
procedure requires specification of contraints on the harmonie intermode couplings can be ignored. This as- 
intermediate equilibrium state and provides a more sumption which may nat hold for highly excited leveis 
genera1 framework for incorporating physical assump- wil1 be retained throu~out the discussion. Also, for 
tions and judging their implications- Om second objec- convenience, we assume 0 t S wI? ___ < ï+_ 
tive is to consider the assumptions involved in the sim- The derivation of (1) requires an additional con- 
ple mode1 outlined above and to point out some neces- straint besides (3) and (4). The formulation of thls 
sary modifications when these assumptions are not valid. constraint involves an r-dimensional vector of integers 

n = rr1, “2 .I_ nr the specification of which is equivalent 
to choosing a set of dominant pathways. The corre- 

2. The qu~siequ~ib~um ~t~bution spondence is achieved by the requirement that transi- 

Any equihbrium or quasiequilibrium distribution of 
tions SUCh as Si 6Ji f, Sj Wj or qi Wi * q,- Oi + qk Wk are 

the polyatomic gas can be obtained by maximizing the 
considered dominant if and only if sini = Siui, 

qjuj 
generalized entropy function [ 10,I 13 

“qifrj +qkuk t?tC. It is nOt difficult to verify that 
among the infinity of transitions which fulfìll these 

S= -kJde c P(e,u)In [PIe,u)/Dp(~)] , (3 

conditions only r- 1 are linearly independent_ The con- 
straint imposed by the dominant pathways on the dis- 
tribution is 

subject to appropriate constraints. Here k is the 
Bdtzmann constant, E = eáans + erot is the sum of 
translational and rotational energies of the molecule. 

<v)=c “i(vj~=ConSt. (5) 
i=l 
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TO visualize this constraint consider for exampIe a coI- 
Iision kducing the ~tramolecular transition si wf + 
si wP After the collision ui = ui --#Sc and u_i = t.$ + si hut 
sInce njsi = 3ljSj We @tFQUJ- +FZjUj=ffiUi +ïZjUj* The 
quant@ Vmay be considered as the effective number 
of quanta per moiecuie, In the case ofdiatomic moIe- 
cules (5) reduces to the constrahtt Ieading to the 
Treanor distribution 17, I 11. 

Before proceeding in the derivation let US consider 
the significante of (5) and (43. Eq. (5) is physically 
meaningful if there is only one possible vector r? 1, . . . . ztr 
or equivaIentIy if no more than r-I independent path- 
ways (and their Iinear combinations~ domi~ate the 
V-V exchange. One simple way for choosing the rz~‘s 
is to reIy on the common notion that fast V-V proces- 
ses can be identified by their smal1 resonance defects 
(thereby disregarding other facto& such as symmetry, 
whose infhience is usuaIIy unkrìown). 

In this case one may introduce some basic, of com- 
mon divisor, frequency w and determine the nj’s by 
~nirn~i~g I wi - QWI. The dominant pathways then 
obtain as íinear combinations of the r basic transitions 
wi +3+.x (Note that for w < wi these “virtuzd” tran- 
sîtions describe r- 1 independent real transitions. Sim- 
ilarly, if w = Ui, i.e. FQ = 1, we aIso have*r-1 real tran- 
sitions-) As a specifïc example which also illustrates 
the difficulties consider the CC13 F molecuIe whose 
fund~rne~t~ frequenties are [ I2 f , w 1, 02, --. wg = 
241,350,394,535,847,1ff85 cm-1 ; q, w3 and 05 
are àoubly degenerate- Choosing, say, o = 115 cm-1 
we flnd IS t , _._, n6 = 3,3,3,5,7,9. This choice allows 
for exampte wz *03 (IfU?f=44cm-1).w4 ++or + 
w2 “61, o6 cfWL +ws (3)or w5 -01 i- w‘$ UI), 
buî excludes other near resonant transitions such as 
a6 *2w4 (15jortib * 2w, fs3 j. Moreover, this 
scheme includes many Iess resonant transitions, e.g. 
04 ++ w r + w3 (100). The ambiguities become obvious 
if one notes that shghtly different but not Iess reason- 
able choices such as nl, ._., ~6 = 2,3,3,4,7,9 (W = 
I25 cm-‘) or 2,3,3,5,8, IO (w = 110) wcuId show 
and exchrde different near resonant transitions, (Tbe 
choice demonstrated in ref. [bl is equivalent to 
“1, --v “6=1,1,2,2,3,4Withwi=njwt.Itd~S 
not correspond to I wi - rzfwl 1 -+ min and reffects again 
the variety of possible schemes.) In several cases the 
identifIcation of a dominant n is unambiguous, see be- 
Iow. 

The constants in (4) and (5) are deterxnined by the 
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initiaI comhtions, which for short pulse laser excitation 
experiments refer to t Z rP- ff for instance at t = 0 the 
system was in equilibrium at To and the laser pulse se- 
Iectively excites the &h mode then, using obvious no- 
tation, UZ> = <E>o f ïEjaw and <v) = ~&~~ i- 
nk<u&&_ For nonhnear moIecuIes with smaII rotation- 
al spacings (E)o = 3kTo f 22 tE&, . Ui’,,> and ( v) can 
be estimated by the harmonie oscillator model, e.g- 
UQ = kiwi Cui> 5?- 0 when kTg/fzoi Q t _ Note that in 
using (4) as a constraint it is assumed that the poly- 
atomic molecules do not exchange energy with other 
species which may be present in the system or with 
the wahs. The inchrsion of these possibihties is straight- 
forward. In particuIar, when the translationaf-fotation- 
al modes are strongly coupIed to a heat bath due for 
example to a buffer gas the constraint (4) should be 
replaced by =W =r const., i.e. T= Z”o_ 

The probability d~t~bution functiort which maxi- 
mizes S subject to the conservation constraints (3), (4) 
and (5) can be obtained for example in the Lagrange 
muIti~~ie~ method. The result is 

P(E; Q) = OP CE) ew I-PE - Y WQ fp, r> - 03 

Using the definition of E and Vin (4) and (5) we find 

Here 8 and y are the Lagrange muItïpIie~ ~onju~ted 
to <E> and < P?, T= I fk@ is the translationai-rotatin- 
al temperature in the quasi-equilibrium state. &j% 
@X6 ~1 ad QCP, r) = H31 I’I qj@, Y) are ae transla- 
tional-rctational, the ith vibrational and the total par- 
tition functicns, respectiveIy. Integration of P(e,u) 
over E yieids the vibrational distribution function 
pfv,, ---3 vr) = flP(u$. For an anharmonic Ievel scheme 
KJi = %iWiui - x&+ui(v~ + dfj each Z’(U) is a Treanor- 
Iike distribution f,7]. In the harmonie osciIIator approx- 
imation, Eui =siopi, the individual vibrationaf dïstrï- 

butions have a Boltzmann form 

fYt+j = di exp(-BiEuijiqiUjij 9 (8) 

with vibrational temperatures Ti = Ijk& given ss 

#l‘$=D+P@O~. (99) 
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Eq- (1) which represents the rransition sjwi *sic,+= ob- 
tak from (9) and the condition ni% = IZ,- si. 

The parameters P and -y can be evaluated from 

(E)= -a In Qlap= -a In qfap-$l a In@/3 

ZZ= 3kT f SI Rwi/[eXp(h+/k~) - 11 , 

(Vl = -a In Q/ay =-C Zl In s;_la~ 
i=l 

(W 

= ,$ njllexp(twi/k~) - 11, (11) 

where the last equalities refer to the harmonie oscilla- 
tor approximation. 

Assuming that al1 the requirements and approxima- 
tions involved in the derïvation of (9), or (l), are valid 
let us briefly list some simpie consequences of this re- 
sult. 
(i) The vibrational temperatures 5 are dl either larger 

or smaller than T. The vibrations are energy rich, i.e. 
q>Twhenr<O. 
(ii) For 7 < 0, q > Tj if Oi/nr- < w#z,-, i.e. if SiOi + 

Sj Wj is endoergic. Ti = Tj only in the case of “exact 
resonance” wjlni = Cùj/?lj_ 

(iii) Modes with simiIar frequenties, wi x Oj, may have 
very different temperatures and different average ener- 
gies if ni #nr (For example using n2 = 1 and n3 = 2 for 

w2 = 350 and w3 = 394 cm-l of CCl, F leads to <EG) 
= 550 cm-l and <E,,) = 3800 cm-l, see ref. [6] _) 
(iv) If oi and Ui are very different but w& z wj/nj 

then modes i andj have similar temperatures but quite 
different energies (except when Ti = Ti is either very 
high or very 10~). 

3. Discussion and summary 

The assumptions invoived in the derïvation of (9) 
were (a) Ti < 7 VT, (b) harmonie leve1 spacings. (c) a 
wel1 defmed set of dominant V-V transfer pathways. 
Note that in the derïvation of (9) through the maximum 
entropy prïnciple the existente of vibrational tempera- 
tures is ensured by assumptions (a) and (b) and the fact 
that intramode V-V processes are consistent with (5). 

The three, formally independent, assumptions are close- 
ly related on physical grounds which set limits on the 
applicability of (9) or (1) to real systems. First, be- 
cause of the growing effects of anharmonicities at 
highly excited Ievels the leve1 spacings become narrower, 

the inter- and intramode V-V defects become larger 
and consequently the validïty of assumptions (a) and 
(b) for energy rich molecules is very much in doubt. 
Moreover, if indeed TVV < 7vT but the anharmonicites 
are not negligible, as commonly accepted for the inrer- 
mediate levels of diatomic molecules (where the so- 
called “V-V up pumpïng” mechanism is mainly effec- 
tive) the vibrational dïstrïbutions are non-Boltzmann 
and (7) is more appropriate than (8) and (9). Yet, the 
most crucial assumption in the derivation is (c)_ We have 
seen (for CC13F) that there are many equally reasonable 
distinct assignments of dominant pathways and conse- 
quently extremely different sets of Tik This trend is 
especially pronounced for large and energy rich mole- 
cu:es where the number of near resonant combinations 
is much larger than r. Thus, if there are many more than 
r- 1 independent V-V transfer processes which strong- 
ly couple (directly or indirectly) al/ the r modes we are 
left with two possibilities. (i) Ti = 5 # T, (ii) Tik do 
not exist except at t + 00 when Ti = Ti = T. The latter 

implies that rw = 7vT so that no quasieqtlilibrium 
distributicn is established during the relaxation process. 
Since botb Cneory and experiment indicate that except 
for highly excited levels TVV <Ti the fïrst possibïlity 
seems more likely when al1 modes are strongly coupled. 
This means that on the average the loss of vibrational 
energy through exoergic transitions is balanced by the 
endoergic ones and the net result is conservation of 
U&,). Indeed, replacing (5) by (E,,) = const. would 
yield a common Ttib for al1 modes, in accordance with 
the genera1 thermodynamic rule that strongly interact- 
ing systems have equal temperatures. This result implies 
that instead of using an arbitrary set of ni’s one should 
employq = wi_ Ihe 1’;:‘s remain integral numbers if 
w = wilq is suf5ciently small. As w + 0 then, in (5), 
Ui’,,.& -+ fiw ( v> = const. FiiaIly it should be noticed 
that even when al1 the vibrational modes have the same 

temperature some degree of localization may exïst as 
long as this temperature is not larger than each of the 

vibrational quanta. 
In certain cases the identifïcation of a unique set of 

dominant transitions is possible and the quasiequilibrium 
distribution corresponding to (1) or (9) may be adequate. 
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In genera2 thïs requires that the molecule is not too 
Iarge and nor higbQ excited so that the number of pos- 
sihle single and m~~quantum (“‘overtone” and ‘%om- 
vmation”) transitions is limited. Especially favourabfe 
conditions for the application of (9) occur when the 
mode frequenties are wideIy spaced or when the modes 
can he classifïed into groups such that each group con- 
taius modes with similar frequenties (hence similar 
temperatures). In the latter case there are two possi- 
bilities. Fïrst. it is possible to identify a smali numáer 
of collisional transirions which couple modes of dîffer- 
ent groups so that (1) or (9) can be used to determìne 
the group temperatures. Essentiahy, this procedure has 
been applied [3] in interpreting the resuhs of Laser ex- 
citation experiments of CHsF molecules. For this moi- 
ecule the modes can be grouped (ot = w4, o2 z os, 
w3 * w6) and an almost unique set of ïntermode tran- 
sitions has been identified (31. (Using the convention- 
al notation of CHa F modes the assignment in our ter- 
I?lhO~O@S?Zng =n6 =R2 =n5 = 1 íìndnt =“4 =2; 
the largest mismatches are w2 - 06 = 280 cm-r and 

02-U3 = 427 cmw where o2 = 1475 cm-t _) The 
excited mode was 03- Whether 03 and OL, ti4 are 
indeed StrongIy coupfed via u3 -+ 06 + w2, o5 and 
then2(~2,~s)+~t, w4 can only be verifred by ex- 
citing w1 or o4 and testing íf the same quasi-equihb- 
ríum is established. 

The second possibility is that some of tbe groups 
are only weakly coupled aud may be considered as iu- 
dependent. This bas been calied “intrinsically non- 

RRKM behaviour” [13] _ Zn this case the energy can- 
not flow between modes belongîng to cbsjoínted 
groups. Non-RRKM behaviour was suggested as a pos- 
sibie explanation of the apparent (highIy specifïc) 
energy localization observed in the CCl, F, CCIF, ex- 
periments of Grunwald et al. CS]. Strong V-V cou- 
phng and very different temperatures as implied by (1) 
were suggested as an alternative explanation [6] _ While 

strong couphng between at least some of the modes 

seems very reasonabie, in view of the above discussion 
the assignment ofvery different mode tem~eratures is 
highly questionabfe. It must remaïn open whether ap- 
parent locahzation is due to another mechanism or a 

~ombination of severaL mechanisms, since none of the 
existing explanations ia completely satïsfactory- 
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